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Romance, 2013, 64 x 48 inches, 
 mixed media on panel 
 

NOBU FUKUI 
Exhibition Dates: March 13th to April 19th 2014 

 
Stephen Haller Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of exciting new work by NOBU FUKUI, 
collage paintings vibrant with invention. The exhibition runs March 13th through April14th. 
 
Paint, collage, three-dimensional beads: these are some of the ingredients of Fukui’s dynamic, multi-
layered work. Benjamin Genocchio in the New York Times wrote: “In fact, some works are so densely 
layered that they are a bit like bubbling cauldrons of imagery. It is part Pop Art, part potpourri…” 
 
In this newest body of work Fukui’s signature narrative elements of cartoon, anime, and collaged 
images melt into the background. The new work is distinctly painterly in approach, but still riotous in 
the use of vibrant color and material. 
 
The New Britain Museum of American Art has just announced the purchase of Nobu Fukui’s iconic 
artwork Incredulity, called “a masterpiece” by New Britain Director Douglas Hyland. Curator Anna 
Rogulina wrote of the acquisition: “The Committee unanimously voted in favor of the purchase, citing 
its incredible scale, technical mastery, as well as visual and symbolic richness. Simply, it is a work that 
stops you in your track and inspires you to look, and look again.” 
 
And the newest Fukui’s reward careful looking and study – they are a delightful compendium of artistic 
surprises. Fukui’s distinctly fresh approach creates a kind of Pollock-like frenzy of color, re-inventing 
action painting with a complex use of materials. 
 
Writing in Art in America critic Carter Ratcliff states that Fukui’s “process blends a virtuoso control 
over his materials with an inexhaustible willingness to improvise.” In this new series one sees how 
Fukui constantly explores new ways of imagining his work. 
 
Fukui has always grounded his collage paintings in a first layer of newspaper which he leaves visible, 
wrapped around the sides of the work. This grounds his work in the quotidian texts and visuals of our 
daily lives – the currency of exchange – the detritus of the collective unconscious that has become ever 
more universal in the social networks of our contemporary life. Fukui’s work is also currently on 
exhibition at the New Britain Museum of American Art and at Bates College Museum of Art. 
 
And speaking of social media: please follow us on Facebook 
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